EMILY & STARTER KIT

- Battery Charger 4-Pack
- Battery Module 2-Pack
- Battery Straps 2-Pack
- Steering Arm Boot Seals
- Canvas Waterproof Spray
- Charger Cabinet
- Flags 6-Pack
- Inlet Grate 3-Pack
- 1 Additional Spare Impeller
- Tool Kit
- Bilge Bulb
- Lanyards 3-Pack
- Stainless Steel Fastener Kit
- Storage Cabinet
- Boat Stand
- User Manual

For more information go to: www.emilyrobot.com
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EMILY 2-PACK
& DELUXE STARTER KIT

- Battery Charger 4-Pack
- 2 Battery Module 2-Pack
- Battery Straps 2-Pack
- Canvas Waterproof Spray
- Charger Cabinet
- Flags 12-Pack
- Steering Arm Boot Seals
- Inlet Grate 6-Pack
- 2 Additional Spare Impeller
- Bilge Bulb
- Tool Kit
- Lanyards 6-Pack
- Stainless Steel Fastener Kit
- Storage Cabinet
- User Manual
- 2 Boat Stands

For more information go to: www.emilyrobot.com
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SWIFT WATER EMILY

Life Jacket
Helmet
2 VHF Radios
Headlight
Day Night Camera
Swift Water Cover
Battery Module
Battery Charger 2-Pack
Boat Stand
Steering Boot Seals
Canvas Airline Bag
Flags 3-Pack
Tool Kit
User Manual
Bilge Bulb
1 Spare Impeller
1 Spare Inlet Grate
1 Spare Lanyard
Canvas Waterproof Spray

HEPDSKT1050

For more information go to: www.emilyrobot.com
Swift Water Rescue Float
(includes these items)

- **Life Jacket**
  - Type 1
  - Fabric Covered Life Jacket
  - Extended Size Child and Adult
  - USCG approval no.160.055/177/0
  - Solas Grade Reflective Tape

- **Headlight**
  - High Brightness LED Battery Powered

- **Day/Night Camera**
  - Video Displays on Smart Phones or Tablets
  - Camera Automatically Switches to Night Vision in the Dark

- **Navigation Lights**
  - Red Starboard & Green on Port

- **Helmet**
  - White Water Helmet
  - Adjustable Chin Strap
  - Solas Grade Reflective Tape
  - Light Weight
  - 10 Drainage Ports

- **2 VHF Radios**
  - Waterproof VHF Radio
  - Power Selectable from 2 to 6 watts
  - Waterproof Microphone

For more information go to: www.emilyrobot.com
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SONAR FLOAT COVER & PAYLOAD STATION

HIGH RESOLUTION SONAR

Provides high resolution bottom imagery for locating drowning victims, submerged vehicles and sunken boats.

SIDE SCAN SONAR

MAX Mode: Maximizes sonar resolution through thermoclines and other water column interference
CLEAR MODE: Allows for adjusting the bottom TVG without amplifying water column interference
3 COLOR PALETTES: 3 color palettes provide even more flexibility on the water to deal with overcast or full-sun conditions.

For more information, go to www.emilyrobot.com or call 520.203.8351
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COMPLETE
SONAR FLOAT KIT
COMES WITH EMILY & PAYLOAD STATION

HIGH RESOLUTION SONAR

Provides high resolution bottom imagery for locating drowning victims, submerged vehicles and sunken boats.

SIDE SCAN SONAR

MAX Mode: Maximizes sonar resolution through thermoclines and other water column interference
CLEAR MODE: Allows for adjusting the bottom TVG without amplifying water column interference
3 COLOR PALETTES: 3 color palettes provide even more flexibility on the water to deal with overcast or full-sun conditions.
Accessories

- Boat Stand HEPBOST9920
- Cabinet, Charger HEPCHCA9950
- Cabinet, Storage HEPCOVE01100
- Canvas Airline Carry Bag HEPTRBG9940
- Canvas Waterproof Spray HEPWASP9941
- Flags 3-Pack HEPFLAG01261
- Flags 6-pack HEPFLAG01262
- Flotation Cover HEPCOVE01100
- Rescue Reel 2000 Foot HPRERL2000
- Rescue Reel 800 Foot HPRERL800
- Zip Ties HEPZIP001
- Tool Kit HEPBLK01
- User Manual HEPUSMN9910
- Bilge Bulb HEPBBLB001
- Waterproof Lubricant HEPWPLUBE001

For more information go to: www.emilyrobot.com
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